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 This research was conducted in October-November 2019 and  aims to describe students' abilities 
in critical, creative, communicative, and collaborative thinking based on cognitive learning style. 
To make known the achievement of the objectives of the study, research subjects have been 
chosen that have a cognitive style in learning. Cognitive style is individual style in thinking, 
perception and remembering information influencing someone's learning and interacting in class 
as well as referencing influencing in accordance with the environment, social interaction, and 
personal characteristics. After having a lecture, 35 second year mathematics students at “Budi 
Utomo” Institute of Teacher Training and Education who are taking Calculus as a research 
subject were given questionnaire of the group embedded figure test (GEFT). The Questionnaire 
consisting of the indicators of critical, creative, communicative, and collaborative thinking skills. 
The score of each single subject of study is the data of the study in the form of qualitative 
descriptive. Critical thinking skills are categorized into 5 levels, namely very critical, critical, 
moderately critical, uncritical and very uncritical. Likewise, the ability to think creatively, 
communicatively and collaboratively are categorized into 5 levels. The final results of the 
research show statistically that the thinking skills of the research subjects are in the critical 
category, creative enough, very communicative and collaborative.  

Keywords: thinking ability, cognitive style, field independent, creativity, learning 

INTRODUCTION 

The students’ ability to think critically, creatively, communicatively, and collaboratively  (4C) are 
needed in the millenial era very much. The ability needed in 21nd are critical, creative, communicative 
and collaborative (Victor, 2015) and in the global era the student wants to be competent in a 
community, she/he needs a special skill consists of ability in communication, creation, critical 
thinking, and collabration (Roekel. 2014). Based on the opinion, for the time being, students are 
expected to own the ability to master knowledge, metacognitive skill, critical and creative thinking, as 
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well as being able to communicate and collaborate effectively.  High metacognitive skill can increase 
students’ ability to solve mathematics problem (Purnomo & Bekti, 2017). 

As the material of learning at schools, the implementation of mathematics will be better if the teacher 
always pays attention to the students’ critical, creative, communicative and collaborative thinking 
ability. In particular, the mathematics learning should pay attention to creative, critical, 
communicative, and collaborative aspect, (Sulistyorini & Napfiah, 2019)  So, it is a must for all the 
students own critical, creative, communicative and collaborative thinking ability and thinking critically 
as  skills needed by everyone to cope with the 21st century (Redhana, 2019). On the other side, the 
students in 21st century  need to stimulate to own the critical thinking ability in order to be able to 
solve the complex problems (Praherdhiono, et al. 2019).  As the opinion of Preherdhiono, the teachers 
need to understand the process of students’ critical thinking to solve problems. In particular, the 
critical thinking relates to mathematics. Critical thinking can be trained through studying mathematics 
and mathematics can be understood through critical thinking and everyone owns the ability to increase 
and improve his/her critical thinking ability when learning mathematics. (Mahmuzah, 2015).  

There are some definitions of critical thinking. Critical thinking is a cognitive activity relating to mind 
(Cotrell, 2005). It is one of instruments used to solve problem in daily life. It consists of  logical 
reasoning, interpretate, analyze and evaluate information to make a valid and believable decision or 
conclusion (Chukwuyyenum, 2013).  The indicators of critical thinking ability are using inductive or 
deductive reasoning, analizing linkage every part to obtain a complex system, analyzing and 
evaluating the facts, making a conclusion based on result of analysis, and solving the problem which 
cannot be solved by using neither conventional nor innovative one.  Other than that, creative thinking 
ability is also needed in globalisation era (Maharani,  2014).  

Creative thinking is needed to cope with the challence of globalisation era as the complexity level of 
the problem is getting higher at all aspects of modern life. Critical and creative thinking are closely 
related (Rohmad, et al.  2018). To be able to solve problem, someone has to know the relevant rule 
based on critical and creative thinking aspects. Beside those two opinions, the difficulty of thinking 
critically can disturb someone to think creatively and mathematically. The improvement of creative 
thinking abilities needed in mathematics learning very much. The improvement of mathematical 
creativity at school must be preceeded from mathematics teacher (Gregoire, 2016), to  express that 
creativity must be applied mathematics activity. The application of creative activity in mathematics 
learning has a positive effect to high level thinking ability (Nadjafikhah & Yaftian, 2013).  Creative 
thinking has some definitions. Creative thinking is a way to produce new ideas through creative 
activity (Maharani, 2014). Creative thinking  is an abstract, brave, discipline organized power which 
appear as the consequence of the environmental condition that becomes a booster of a person to do 
something (As’ari, 2016).  Creative thinking ability can be seen from fluency, flexibility, and novelty 
aspects. In the research, the indicator of creative thinking ability consists of giving some answers and 
true (fluency), applying some techniques of problem solving and true (flexibility), and giving different 
answers (novelty) (Jagom, 2015;  Iswanti et al.  2016;  Muthaharah et al.  2018).   

Mathematical communication is important because it is not only a thinking organ, but also is an organ 
to transfer mind and idea clearly, accurately, and shortly (Yuniarti, 2014). If the students’ 
communicative ability is getting higher, the result of mathematics learning will increase (Vale & 
Barbosa, 2017; Yuniar,  et al. 2017). The indicators of communicative ability are able to express idea 
either oral or written, able to express idea and mind effectively, able to communicate using appropriate 
and clear language, able to communicate for multi-purposes (i.e. inform, instruct, motivate, or invite), 
and able use terms, symbols, and structures for modeling mathematics problems.  The indicators of 
communicative ability in the research consists of the ability to express mind and idea orally and 
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effectively, the ability to express terms, symbols, and structures for modeling mathematicas problems 
(NCTM, 2000), 

The process of collaborative thinking emphasizes to cooperation, appreciation, responsibility, and 
tolerant (Apriono, 2013). Collaborative learning emphasizes to 1) practical realization, collaborative 
activity needed to face real life, and 2) develop the awareness of social interaction to realize 
meaningful learning (Zubaidah, 2010).  Collaborative learning can increase students’ understanding 
concept (Mirza, 2014). While Laal & Ghodsi says that learning result of collaborative learning is 
better than individual learning (Laal & Ghodsi, 2012).  

Based on the result of the observation of the students  at “Budi Utomo” Institute of Teacher Training 
and Education  Malang, many students have not given the reasons of the answers. It shows that many 
students have not showed the critical thinking ability yet. Many students are difficult to express their 
new ideas, give different answers, and apply ways to solve problem. It shows that most of the students 
have not showed their creative thinking ability. There are many students express their ideas 
uneffectively, use a language unappropriately, and are not able to arrange mathemetics modeling to 
solve problem. So, it is known that many students do not have good communicative ability yet. There 
are many students hard to cooperate to finish group work. It shows that students cannot show their 
collaborative ability. 

Some researches on the ability of students to think has been done, research and analysis of critical 
thinking in students with cognitive style of learning (Rifqiyana & Susilo, 2016; Firdausi et al., 2018), 
reserach on creative thinking skills based on student learning styles (Wijaya, et al.,. 2016), analysis of 
communicative thinking skills through the 4C model (Pertiwi & Susilo, 2014), and reserch and 
analysis of communicative thinking skills using the 4C model based on students personality (Achir et 
al., 2017. Based on the cases above, it needs to carry out the study to analyse the students’ critical, 
creative, communicative and collaborative thinking ability in mathematics learning activity. The 
objective of the study is to describe students critial, creative, comunicative, and collaborative thinking 
ability, especially the students having cognitive style field independent. The study is limited to explore 
deeply how thinking ability of students having ccognitive style field independent is. The students 
having cognitive style field independent is very unique because tending to be independent in 
learning.That’s why, researchers want to explore deeply not only from the aspect of cognitive, i.e. 
critical and creative thinking ability but also involving social aspect, i.e. communicative and 
collaborative thinking ability. 

METHOD  

This is a qualitative research involving 35 second year mathematics students at  “Budi Utomo” 
Institute of Teacher Training and Education Malang who are currently taking Calculus and have an 
independent field cognitive learning style. The choice of Calculus courses, because Calculus is the 
basis and requirement for the next subjects. The main instrument in the research is a questionnaire 
called the embedded figure test (GEFT) to select someone having cognitive style field independent or 
field dependent, problem solving questions, assessment rubric of critical, creative, communicative, and 
collaborative thinking. The procedure of the study covers preparation and operation phases. At the 
preparation phase, researchers make the instrument of the study then operation phase be done. The 
phases of the study are: (1) carry out Calculus learning on the large of flat area, (2) give mathematics 
problems to the subject of the study, (3) give a questionnaire to 35 students who were taking Calculus 
courses and the subjects of reserach  who had been selected of having cognitive style field 
independent, (4) choose 3 subjects of the study having cognitive style field independent, (5) analyze 
critical, creative, communicative and collaborative thinking ability  based on mathematics problem and 
the result of questionnaire GEFT given, (6) make a conclusion of the result of the study by 
determining the subject of the study thinking model having cognitive style field independent. 
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Based on the indicators of each student's ability to think critically, creatively, communicatively and 
collaboratively, the researchers set an assessment rubric for each of the abilities to think critically, 
creatively, communicatively, and collaboratively. The assessment rubric made describes each indicator 
in the form of student activities. Student activities as a description of the achievement indicators were 
given a score of 3, 2, 1, and 0. The assessment rubric and description of each indicator of students' 
abilities in critical, creative, communicative and collaborative thinking can be explained as follows. 
Determination of the score 3, 2, 1, 0  on the assessment rubric aims to determine at what levels the 
thinking ability of the research subjects after knowing all the scores obtained by the subjects of 
research and their averages. The averages scores were obtained by the subjects and convert being to a 
table of categories of students' thinking ability which consists of 5 levels 

Critical Thinking Ability Indicators 

The ability to think critically consists of 4 indicators, including: 1) providing a variety of reasoning in 
accordance with the existing situation (A1) are described in the activities: able to give various 
reasoning suitable with the problem given (A1.1, score 3), able to give various reasoning but not 
suitable with the problem given (A1.2, score 2), able to give a reasoning suitable with the problem 
given (A1.3, score 1), and unable to give various reasoning suitable with the problem  given (A1.4, 
score 0); 2) providing a relationship between information and arguments (A2), are desribed in 
activities:  able to give alternative and describe the relationship between argument and information 
given and it is true (A2.1, score 3), able to give alternative and describe the relationship between 
alternative and information given and it is true (A2.2, score 2), able to give alternative but unable to 
describe the relationship between alternative and information given and it is true (A2.3, score 1), and 
unable to give alternative and describe the relationship between alternative and information given and 
it  is true (A2.4, score 0); 3) providing various perspectives to get the best solution (A3), described in 
the activities:  able to identify problem from various points of view and it is true (A3.1, score 3), able 
to identify problem from various points of view and it is wrong (A3.2, score 2), able to identify 
problem limited to one points of view (A3.3, score 1) and unable to identify problem from various 
points of view and it is true (A3.4, score 0); 4) analyzing and evaluate the main alternative choices 
(A4) are described in the activities: able to analyze and evaluate main alternative choice to solve 
problem correctly (A4.1, score 3), able to analyze and evaluate main alternative choice to solve 
problem but it is wrong (A4.2, score 2), able to analyze main alternative choice without evaluating 
(A4.3, score 1), and unable to analyze and evaluate main alternative choice to solve problem (A4.4, 
score 0). 

Creative Thinking Ability 

The ability to think creatively consists of 3 indicators, including: 1) giving some answers and true 
(fluency) (B1) are described in the activities: able to obtain various answers and they are true (B1.1, 
score 3), able to produce many answers but not yet correct to solve problems (B1.2, score 2), able to 
obtain one answer only to solve problem (B1.3, score 1), and unable to obtain one answer to solve 
problem (B1.4, score 0); 2) applying some techniques of problem solving and true (flexibility) (B2) are 
described in the activities: able to use more than one techniques of problem solving and they are true 
(B2.1, score 3), able to use more than one techniques of problem solving and they are wrong (B2.2, 
score 2), able to use one technique of problem solving and it is true (B2.3, score 1), and unable to use 
one technique of problem solving (B2.4, score 0); (3) giving different answers (novelty) (B3)  are 
described in the activities: able to create new idea by his/her own way and it is suitable with the 
contect of the problem solved (B3.1, score 3), Able to create new idea by his/her own way but  it is not 
suitable with the contect of the problem solved (B3.2, score 2), Able to create new idea but it is not 
her/his own way (B3.3, score 1), and unable to create new idea by his/her own way and it is suitable 
with the contect of the problem solved (B3.4, score 0). 
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Communicative Thinking Ability 

The ability to think comucatively consists of 3 indicators, including: 1) expressing oral ideas 
effectively (C1) are described in activities: able to express oral idea appropriately in a time duration 
determined (C1.1, score 3), able to express oral idea appropriately accurately but need longer time to 
express ( C1.2, score 2), able to express oral idea appropriately but unaccurate in time duration 
determined (C1.3, score 1), unable to express oral idea appropriately accurately and need long time. in 
a time duration determined (C1.4, score 0); 2) expressing written ideas effectively (C2) are described 
in indicators: able to express written idea appropriately in a time duration determined (C2.1, score 3), 
able to express written idea appropriately but need longer time to express (C2.2, score 2), able to 
express written idea but it is unappropriate in time duration determined (C2.3, score 1), and unable to 
express idea appropriately and need long time (C2.4, score 0); 3) using terms, symbols and structures 
for modeling mathematics problems (C3) are described in activities:  able to use terms, symbols, or 
structures to model mathematic problem correctly (C3.1, score 3), able to use terms, symbols, or 
structures to model mathematic problem but most of them are correct (C3.2, score 2), able to use 
terms, symbols, or structures to model mathematic problem but little amount of them are correct (C3.3, 
score 1), and unable to use terms, symbols, or structures to model mathematic problem correctly 
(C3.4, score 0). 

Collaborative Thinking Ability 

The ability to think collaborative consists of 3 indicators, including: 1) able to appreciate others’ 
opinion (D1) are described in an activities: mable to appreciate every other’s opinion (D1.1, score 3), 
able to appreciate most of  other’s opinion (D1.2, score 2), able to appreciate little amount of other’s 
opinion (D1.3, score 1), and unable to appreciate every other’s opinion (D1.4, score 0); 2) able to 
show the flexibility to be helpful (D2) are described in the activities: want to help the  person who 
needs a help (D2.1, score 3), want to help most people who need help (D2.2, score 2 ), want to help 
little amount of people who need a help (D2.3, score 1), and does not want to help the  person who 
needs a help (D2.4, score 0); 3) able to carry out group’s duty (D3)  are described in the activities:  
able to carry out every duty as his/her responsibility (D3.1, score 3), able to carry out most of duties as 
his/her responsibility (D3.2, score 2 ), able to carry out little amount of duties as his/her responsibility 
(D3.3, score 1), and unable to carry out most of duties as his/her responsibility (D3.4, score 0) 

FINDINGS 

To measure the process of students thinking, the subject of study were given mathematic problem, as 
follows: 1) chose the distribution n to estimate the real value of field area below the curve using 
amount of Riemann. Explained choice ofreason n to estimate the real value of field area below the 
curve; 2) determined the real field area. Explained and how to determine field area below the curve. 
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Figure 1 
Field area below the curve 

Subject-1 (S-1) 

For the first problem, the subject could determine the distributon n and explained the reason of 
determination of n. The subject gave three choices n, i.e. n2, n4 and n8. For each n and the subject 
gave three alternatives by using right Riemann, left Riemann, and middle point. The reason of the 
choice was to give the comparation among those three alternatives. The subject could determine 
partition of each interval n2, n4 and n8 so that getting the width and lenght of each of square. Next, 
counted the amount of Riemann based on the partition to estimate the field area below the curve. At 
the last answer, the subject explained that the best alternative to estimate the field area below the curve 
used centre point of Riemann. 

While in the second problem, the subject explained that the field area below the curve could be 
obtained by counting the area of triangle. It was because field area below the curve was triangle, 
especially right triangle. The subject was able to determine triagular base and height as well as 
explained the reason of identification part of curve and then counted the area of triangle correctly to 
determine the real area below curve. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 2 
Mathematic problem solving of subject-1 

Subject-2 (S-2) 

For the first problem, subject chose n=6 and explained that the reason of choosing n because n=6 is 
better for estimating field area below curve than n=2 as given at the discussion before. Subject 
determined partition of every interval n=6 that is 1-1.5, 1,5-2.0, 2,0-2.5, 2.5-3.0, 3.0-3.5, and 3,5-4.0 
which show that the subject made a mistake in determine partition because did not pay attention 
interval width for n=6 and interval 0 until 1.Then, subject counted Riemann using the partition to 
estimate the field area below the curve and gave alternative in estimating field area below the curve 
using a certain integral definition. But when counting Riemann, subject made a mistake sothat the real 
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estimation of the area is wrong. At the end answer, subject was able to explain that amount of Riemann 
relates to the field area below curve by consedering a certain integral definition. 

For the second problem, subject explained that field area below the curve could be obtained by 
counting the area of right triangle. Subject could determine the base and hight of triangle and gave the 
explanation about the reason of identication of curve part. 

 

 
Figure 3 
Mathematic problem solving of subject-2 

 

Subject-3 (S-3) 

Subject chose n=8 and explained the reason of choosing n, i.e n=8 is better in estimating field area 
below curve than n=2 given at the previous learning. Subject could determine partition every interval 
with n-8. Next, Subject counted the amount of Riemann using partition at steps before and explained 
relationship between amount of Riemann and field are below curve, that amount of Riemann can be 
used to estimate the real field area. 

For the second problem, Subject explained that field area below curve can be obtained using centain 
integral way. Subject was able to determine formula to apply certain integral and counted certain 
integral correctly. Sothat, subject gave alternative to determine field area below curve using certain 
intergral. 

 
Figure 4 
Mathematics problem solving of subject-3 

The three subjects chosen, i.e. S-1, S-2, and S-3, after finishing lerning and being given questionnaire 
group embedded figure test (GEFT) for each indicator of critical, creative, communicative, and 
collaborative thinking ability have result and score that can be seen at Table 1, 2, 3, and 4. 
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Table 1 
Critical thinking ability of the subject  

Indicator 
Appearing Indicator/Score  

S-1 S-2 S-3 

A1 A1.1 / 3 A1.3 / 1 A1.3 / 1 

A2 A2.1 / 3 A2.1 / 3 A2.1 / 3 

A3 A3.1 / 3 A3.3 / 1 A3.3 / 3 

A4 A4.1 / 3 A4.2 / 2 A4.2 / 1 

Average  3 1,75 2 

Based on analysis summaried at Table 1, it can be concluded that subject-1 is categorized very critical, 
subject-2 is categoried enough critical and subject-3 is categorized critical. From the average score of 
each subject, it can be obtained  average score of those three subjects is 2,25 So, the average ability of 
those three subjects who are cognitive style field independent are categorized critical. 

Table 2 
Creative thinking ability of the subject 

Indicator 
Appearing Indicator/Score  

S-1 S-2 S-3 

B1 B1.1 / 3 B1.4 / 0 B1.3 / 1 

B2 B2.1 / 3 B2.4 / 0 B2.4 / 0 

B3 B3.1 /3 B3..4 / 0 B3.3 / 1 

Average  3 0 0,67 

Based on analysis summaried at table 2, it can be concluded that subject-1 is catgorized very creative, 
subject-2 is categorized very creative, and subject-3 is categorized creative. From the average score of 
each subject is obtained the average score 1,22. So, the average ability of those three subjects who are 
cognitive style field independent are categorized enough creative. 

Table 3 
Communicative thinking ability of the subject  

Indicator 
Appearing Indicator / Score  

S-1 S-2 S-3 

C1 C1.1 / 3 C1.2  / 2 C1.3 / 1 

C2 C2.1 / 3 C2.1 / 3 C2.1 /3 

C3 C3.1 /3 C3.1 /  3 C3.1 /3 

Average  3 2,67 2.3 

Based on analysis summaried at table 3, it can be concluded that subject-1 is categorized very very 
communictive, subject-2 is categorized very communicative and subject-3 is categorized 
communicative. From the average score of each subject is obtained the average score of those three 
subjects  2,67. So, the average ability of those three subjects who are cognitive style field independent 
is categorized very communicative. 
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Table 4 
Communicative thinking ability of the subject 

Indicator 
Appearing Indicator/ Score  

S-1 S-2 S-3 

D1 D1.3 / 1 D1.3 / 1 D1.3 / 1 

D2 D2.2 / 2 D2.2 / 2 D2.2 / 2 

D3 D1.3 / 3 D1.1 / 3 D1.3 / 3 

Average  2 2 2 

 
Based on analysis summaried at Table 4, it is concluded that subject-1 is categorized very very 
collaborative, subject-2 is categorized collaborative and subject-3 is categorized collaborative. From 
the average score each of the subject is obtained that the average score for those three subjects is 2. 
So, the average of ability of three subjects which are cognitive field independent are categorized 
collaborative. 

CONCLUSION, DISCUSSION AND SUGGESTIONS 

The result of the study shows that generally the average cognitive field independent students’ thinking 
ability are in the category critical, enough creative, very communicative and collaborative. If being 
seen individually, students cognitive style field independent have diverse critical and creative thinking 
abilities and have similar communicative and collaborative abilities. The students having cognitive 
style field independent who tend to be independent inlearning are able to communicate and collaborate 
well. 
Based on test and interview and if being seen from the critical thinking ability, subject-1 was able to 
give various reasoning as the problem given. It was showed by various choices n followed by the 
reason suitable with the problem given. Subject-1 was able to identify problem by sharing point of 
view and true. It was showed when subject-1 did not only consider distribution of value n in estimating 
the real value of field below curve. Subject-1 considered type of amount Riemann used, i.e. right, left 
and middle Riemann. Based on the choice n and type of Riemann, finally subject 1 was able to 
conclude that the best estimation n determine field area below the curve was by using middle 
Riemann. It was powered by solving subject of problem 2 which the subject explained that the real 
area equal to counting field area of right triangle as observed by subject in figure 1. It showed that 
subject-1 was able to find out the relationship between argument and given information as well as 
analyze and evaluate main alternative choice. 
If being seen from the ability of creative thinking, Subject 1 fulfilled the indicators fluency, flexibility 
and novelty. Fluency indicator is subject-1 was able to give many answers and they are true. It is 
showed by the subject chooses more than n in estimating real area, i.e. n=2, n=8, and n=8. Flexibility 
indicator is subject-1 was able to use more than one techniques of problem solving and they are true. It 
is showed when subject estimates the real area using three techniques Riemann, i.e. right, left, and 
middle. While novelty indicator is able to creat new idea by her/his own way and suitable with the 
context of the problem solved. It is showed by solving problem 2 using area of triangle rather than 
applying integral which is in previous discussion. 

Based on  the result of the test and observation during learning, communicative ability of subject 
1when expressing idea orally, he/she could express exactly but needs rather long time. In expressing 
witten idea, subject-1 is able to expresses it exactly as the time given. Beside that, Subject 1 could 
solve the problem by modeling mathematic problem using terms, symbols, or structure correctly. 
Based on the result of test and interview, being seen from the critical thinking ability, subject-2 could 
give one reasoning as the problem given only. It is showed by choice n=6 followed by a reason that 
n=6 is better in estimating the field area below curve than n=2 as material before. It is because the 
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bigger n, it will more closely to the real value of field area below curve looked for. Subject-2 could 
identify the problem but it is limited to one point of view.It is showed  when subject-2 considered 
middle Riemann only to estimate the real area. Subject-2 choose middle Riemann based on previous 
experience in solving similar problem. At the problem 2, Subject explained that the real area is same 
with counting intergral of function f(x)=x with lower limit x=1  and upper limit x=4. The mistake of 
deteminition of lower and upper limit causes the real value is not true. The final part of the answer, 
subject-2 emphasized relationshpip between amount of Riemann and the real area by counting infinity 
limit of amount of Riemann as acertain integral definition. So, subject-2 was said to be able to find out 
relationshp between argument and information given, analyze and evaluate main alternative choice but 
wrong. 

If being seen the creative thinking ability, subject-2 is said not fulfill fluency, flexibility and novelty 
indicators yet. Fluency indicator, subject-2 was unable to give an answer and fledxibility indicator, 
subject-2 was unable to use a problem solving technique. It is showed by choice n which is only one to 
estimate the real area, n=6 using middle Riemann technique only and result the wrong calculation 
because the fault in partition determination. Novelty indicator, subject-2 was able to create new idea 
by self-way and gives wrong answer. It is showed by solving praoblem 2 using application integral as 
the previous material and because of making mistake in determinition of lower and upper limit of 
integral, the problem solving given by subject -2 was also wrong. Based on the result of the test and 
observationduring learning, communicative ability of subject-2, i.e. when the lecturer asked everyone 
to express orally idea, subject-2 tended not to express it but when being appointed, subject 2 could do 
it correctly but needed a long time to express it. In expressing written idea, subject-2 could express it 
correctly as the time given. Beside that, subject-2 could solve problem by modeling mathematic 
problemusing terms, symbols, or structures correctly. Based on the result of observation during 
learning, it is known that subject-2 was able to appreciate others’ opinion but only little amount, 
willing to help most people, able to carry out every duty that become group’s responsible. Based on 
the result of test and interview, if being seen the critical thinking ability, subject-3 was able to give one 
reasoning as the roblem given. It is showed by choice n=8  followed by the reason that n=8  is better in 
estimation field are below curve than n=2  as given at previous learning because being bigger n, it will 
be closer to the real value of field area below curve. Subject-3 was able to identify problem but limit to 
one point of view only. It is showed when subject-3 considered middle Riemann in estimating the real 
area. Subject chose middle Riemann based on last experience in solving similar problem. For the 
second problem, Subject explained that the real area is counting certain integral of function f(x)=x  
with lower limit x=0 and upper limit x=4 . So, subject-3 is said to be able to find out the relationship 
between argument and information given, analyze and evaluate main alternative choice. 

If being seen from the creative thinking ability, subject-3 is said not fully fulfill fluency, flexibility and 
novelty indicators. Fluency indicator, subject-3 was able to give one answer only. And in flexibility 
indicator, subject-3 was able to use one technique of  problem solving.It is showed by choice n that is 
only one in estimating the real area, i.e. n=8  us middle Riemann technique  and produce the correct 
calculation. Novelty indicator, i.e. Subject-3 was not able to create new idea by him/herself. It is 
showed by solving problem 2 by applying certain integral as given in the last material, not other way 
determined by the Subject. 

Based on the results of the S-3 test which can be seen from the value after the end of lecture activities 
and the results of the researchers' observations on S-3 during lecture activities which can be seen from 
the final observation sheet of communicative ability subject-3, as well as when the researcher asked 
everyone to express ideas verbally, subject-3 often expressed their ideas sometimes are not 
appropriate. And in expressing ideas within the time duration given, his sentences spoken are less 
accurate.  In expressing written ideas, subject-3 was able to express written ideas accurately as the 
time given. Beside that, subject-3 was able to solve problem by modeling mathematics problem using 
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terms, symbols or structures correctly.  Based on the result of the test and obsevation during learning, 
it is known that subject-3 was able to appreciate other opinion but only little amount, willing to help 
most of people, able to carry out every duty of group’s responsible. 

For the whole, subject-1 is categorized very critical, very creative, very communicative, and 
collaborative. Subject-2 is categorized enough critical, not creative, very communicative, and 
collaborative. While subject-3 has critical ability, less creative, communicative, and collaborative. So, 
those three subjects have diverse critical and creative thinking abilities. While communicative and 
collaborative abilities tend to same. 

The explanation above provides an explanation of the results of the study as follows.  
1. Someone critical and creative thinking ability is not only influenced by the cognitive style. It is 

showed by the result of the study which shows that the three subjects with same cognitive style, 
i.e. field independent, have diverse critical and creative thinking abilities, from enough critical to 
very critical and from less creative to very creative.Whereas being known that field independent 
has better performance inassignment needed to finish logically and tends to be able to do self-
motivation well in mathematics (Sharma & Ranjan, 2018). Sothat, strategic learning step need to 
apply to improve students critical and creative thinking ability remembering  students have 
potency to be able to think logically well. 

2. Increasing critical and creative thinking ability is still needed to be one of the attention focus in 
learning. Although the average of the three subjects are in the category critical and enough 
creative but the result of the study shows that there is a subject still enough critical even not 
creative. The improvement is not only limited to field independent student but also field 
dependent student. It is because of the different cognitive style own by someone does not make 
he/she better than the other. (Sharma & Ranjan, 2018). 

3. High mathematics academical ability is not necessarily be the reference that a person has high 
critical and creative ability. It is known from the fact that the three subjects who have high 
academic ability own very diverse critical and creative thinking ability. So that, based on the 
second finding the improvement of critical and creative thinking ability still become attention 
focus in learning mathematics. Solving the problem is the step to be done. A person who solves 
the problem will think that the problem given is different as usual problem given before. Sothat, it 
is needed to give a chance to improve other mathematic creativity and ability (Ayllon et al., 2016) 
Problem based learning can also improve someone’s critical thinking ability. (Firdaus, et al., 
2015) and specially opened problem can be considered to improve creative thinking ability 
(Maharani, 2014). 

4. Student owns cognitive style field independent who tends to independent in learning can 
communicate and collaborate well. Thinking critically and creatively involve cognitive aspects 
while communicative and collaborative involve cognitive and social aspects. So, although a 
person has cognitive style field independent is independent, still having social aspect well in 
learning. 

Based on the result and findings obtained, the reserch can be done furthemore to study the relationship 
between critical and creative thinking ability. It is because the result of the study shows that students 
who are very critical is also very creative, students who are less critical is not creative, and students 
who are enough critical are less creative. Beside that, it can also be explored how 4C ability for 
studentscognitive style field dependent is. While suggestion given by the researchers is that learning 
should be designed in order to be able to accomodate whole students’ ability to improve 4C which is 
needed in daily life very much. 
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This research has resulted in 4 types of students' thinking skills in solving problems in mathematics 
based on their cognitive learning styles, namely critical thinking skills, creative enough, highly 
communicative and collaborative. For further research, it is necessary to see how the relationship 
between the thinking abilities of each student is not only based on their learning style but can be 
related to the learning model and methods used or other factors in learning mathematics in the 
classroom. In addition, research subjects can also be developed in a group with more students. 
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